
Compare Notes Lunchtime Discussion Led by Ania Small

DAN MESSISCO SENSEI’S CLASS ON FRIDAY 

Warm up is practice, and not something you do before training.

Some ideas for warm up:

• always be aware of your center, and “take it with you” as you move

• keep your awareness inside

• think of letting your knees come up as you squat, rather than just bringing your body down and if 
you’re having a hard time with it, use a roller on your back, and do the squat against the wall

• when leaning forward to stretch, rather than thinking of bringing your upper body down, focus on 
extending your lower back up for a better stretch

• when you raise your arms, think of your upper arms rather than your hands

• when doing wrist stretches, use the hand that’s stretching the other as “nage”, and the other one as 
“uke”.  Don’t allow the uke hand become a “victim”, and allow it to initiate the stretch.

• be central to your perspective 

CHUCK WEBER’S CLASS ON FRIDAY

Two sword practice is a way to learn to use both arms independently

Ideas from class:

• focus on posture without excess tension

• work on the independence of your arms

• kamae is a reflection of your spirit and individuality

• with an integrated body, and after you practice kata, you can start making things up for yourself

BILL GLEASON SENSEI’S CLASS ON FRIDAY

There are five dimensions of ki and how they manifest in movement

U dimension is where we begin from.  It’s fundamental consciousness, original brain (skin).  In U 
dimension you allow the ki to come through you (there is no self)

A dimension is about expansion and judgement, fire, piercing 

O dimension is “tying things together”

Why is kotodama important? It’s function is to raise consciousness and unite the world

CHUCK WEBER SENSEI’S CLASS ON SATURDAY



“You have to do the exercise your teacher comes up with, with your whole heart, since you are the future 
of Aikido”

Practice in a way that cultivates choices, always trying to change and improve.  Students should look 
different from their teachers, not just be their clones.

Drills are an important way of practice but not the end goal.

WENDY WHITED SENSE’S CLASS ON SATURDAY

Aiki-Iai

kata 1: draw the sword, shomen, chuburi, and bring the sword back

chuburi: to shake blood

kata 5: draw the sword, move back and block above your head, shomen, parry, left yokomen, chuburi 
right loop

(See Wendy Sensei’s notes for more detail)

JAN NEVELIUS SENSEI’S CLASS ON SATURDAY

Randori:

Practice one thing at a time for randori and study your weakness

In jiyu waza, movement creates the technique, in kihon technique creates the movement

Don’t attack from where you are, but feel the moment when you reach your partner, arrive at the right 
place first

Intuitive freedom comes from studying basics

to study your weakness, look for something you never do.

Randori options:

-passing

-guiding

-connecting (“touching” your partner’s center)

-drawing (“pulling” use to you)

-entering

Try different strategies. “If you always run, you’ll never know how to stay”.

-blending ukes (‘combining them”)

-open space (focusing on the space between ukes)

• remember to smile, it will change your movement, and get you out of the survival mode



Difference between the fire eyes and water eyes.  Fire eyes: connecting, “I see you”, water- absorbing, 
wider focus (in the back of your head).  Try to go between floating and connecting.

MARY HEINY SENSEI’S CLASS ON SATURDAY

Iki musubi: connection

We need to find the alignment to “hear” the connection.  Creating an alignment from within and dealing 
with the body that you have: internal awareness.

Using body scan to help the alignment.  

Use an image of a rotating pilar of alignment for the movement.  Use imagery and years of muscle 
memory to create a sense of alignment and laser beams of extension

We don’t need to create the connection, just find it. Connection is a given.  

DAN MESSISCO SENSEI’S CLASS ON SATURDAY

BILL GLEASON SENSEI’S CLASS ON SATURDAY

Kokyu power - pushing out energy to earth and heaven.

Absorb with your legs then expand out your arms and then back out.

Let elbows be the pivot point for arms.

In Kokyu, don’t let your arms be on a linear line with uke’s arms.

Elongate the tissues which opens up the joint and the power comes out as whole body ki power. If a 
partner pulls, you expand out in both directions by elongating the tissues.

Inhaling stimulates the body.

Tai tsubaki (sp?)- as you move you receive and judge your own movement. There was a  pattern described 
that tai tsubaki - judgement - then move freely as you receive with spiral movement.

Iku - to live or to be alive.

Musubi - tying the knot

Kotai(sp?)  - physical expansion as uke grabs - in the beginning you are stable, uke is strong so force is 
applied and fails. Next step is using movement to not feel the force. Then Jutai (sp?) is when uke moves, 
you are already moving and your expansion continues as long as possible. Kitai (sp?) is the action is in 
the moment -  happens now - this is practical aikido.

Important qualities are your feeling, your approach and your attitude. We are creating someone who can 
manifest their greatest potential.

O’Sensei said we are all one family.



JAN NEVELIUS SENSEI’S CLASS ON SUNDAY

Finding spirals in our movement.

Exercise ability to connect and disconnect.

Using a jo, and holding it parallel to our body, slightly rotating to help find spirals that initiate the 
movement.  Absorb the “attack”.

Focus on floating knees and elbows.

Focus on how to come up, rather than come down for ikkyo omote, 

jutsu: you know who is throwing, and it’s painful

kinagara: it’s more pleasant, but you still know, who is throwing

aiki: you don’t feel who is throwing you

triangle: entry, explosive, up direction

circle: harmonic, flowing, horizontal

square: stabilizing, grounded, downward direction

MARY HEINY SENSEI’S CLASS ON SUNDAY

Finding an axis in our body, close to spine

Moving imagining the axis closer to the front, middle and back while doing tenkan

Being part of something larger than me and my partner

WENDY WHITED SENSEI’S CLASS ON SUNDAY

Aiki-Iai

Kata 1 and 8 (See Wendy Sensei’s notes for more detail)


